
n.f.t. folding table



I’ll appear to be interested in exciting events, and will be happy to support every presentation.
I’ll appear to be open to different opinions and appreciative of animated discussions. 
I’ll show you everything – except that I am a folding table.

I’ll show you everything! 
Except that I’m a folding table.



Reduced design combined with a logical technology concept – this is what 
makes n.f.t. a congenial partner for event, seminar or meeting rooms. 
Amazingly multi-talented, with a wide range of finishes, maximum leg 
room, sitting at the ends, and convenient operation.Options: linking, elec-
trification and modesty panel.
The hinge mechanism is discreetly hidden from view. Its functions are 
concealed and at the same time simple, intuitive and safe to handle. Inte-
grated protection ensures that the baseframe is not damaged by stacking.

Design: greutmann bolzern

Inspiringly Simple. Simply Inspired.
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Hinges safely.  
Easy to manipulate and safe in  
operation – the hinge mechanism 
with locking and fold-out protection.

Takes it lightly. 
Lightweight top option with a sturdy 
honeycomb core made of natural fibres.

Connects strongly.
Firmly bolted linking device for
lateral table linking (optional).

Provides power.
An option for power via
an integrated tabletop
cable duct including a 
removabe cable box.

Screens.
Modesty panel for confer-
ence use, on the podium 
or for a presentation – can 
be removed without tools 
(optional).

Rich in Detail. Optional.

Makes use of the corner.
A connecting top in the shape of 
a quadrant for joining two tables 
together at a 90-degree angle.

Links quickly.
Clip-on fast-link device for
lateral table linking (optional).

Creates space.
Space-saving and
considerate stacking
thanks to integrated
protection.

Wheelchair clearance as per Austrian standard ÖNORM B 1602.Stacking:
max.10 tables with standard tops, 
12 tables with light weight tops.
Suitable storage trolley: model 6395.

Dimensions in mm.

Folding table 4-leg base Folding table 4-leg base Corner slot-in leaf

Lateral linking:

Half-round table-rectangular table Half-round table-rectangular table Half-round table-half-round table

Cross linking:

Standard features:   

Table tops: 
standard laminate or HPL with ABS-edge resp. ve-
neered with laminated wood edge. Black reinforce-
ment plinth for table length 1400 mm and longer. 
Optional: light weight top HPL with ABS edge 
resp. veneered with laminated wood edge, white 
reinforcement plinth. Weight reduction in case of 
light weight top up to 7.5 kg depending on dimen-
sion. ABS edge with moisture resistant PU glueing. 
Stained wood surfaces. Half-round table with prepa-
ration for linking. Note: preparation for fixed linking 
required for rectangular tables. 

Corner slot-in leave: 
finish same as table tops, but includes 4 pcs. of per-
manent linking devices. Note: preparation for lateral 
fixed linking required for tables. 

Frame: 
Leg cross-section: 35/35 mm, adjustable plastic 
glides, integrated stacking protection. Folding mech-
anism: folding fittings with locking device, fold-out 
protection. Black plastic parts made of extremely 
solid thermoset. Tables with the length of 1200 mm 
and 1300 mm have a higher stacking ledge and the 
frame is moved to the inner side. 

Modesty panel height 350 mm (optional): 
perforated sheet steel, detachable without tools. Ta-
bles with mounted modesty panel are not stackable. 

Linking device for rectangular folding tables 
3920 (optional): 
Quick linking device lateral 9130-000 (for 
table length 1400 mm and longer): for lateral link-
ing rectangular table-rectangular table. Plastic, clip-
on method. 
Lateral fixed linking device 9131-000: for 
lateral linking rectangular table-rectangular table. 
Sheet steel, black, permanently mounted. Prepara-
tion for lateral fixed linking is required. In case of 
linking 2 linking devices are necessary per table side. 

Linking device for half-round folding table 
3921 (optional): 
Lateral fixed linking device 9134-000: for link-
ing half-round table-rectangular table (lateral). Sheet 
steel, black, incl. 2 hand wheels. Note: preparation 
for lateral fixed linking required for rectangular 
tables. 
Cross fixed linking device 9135-000: for link-
ing half-round table-half-round table or half-round 
table-rectangular table (crosswise). Sheet steel, 
black, incl. 2 hand wheels. Note: preparation for 
cross fixed linking required for rectangular tables. 
In case of linking 2 linking devices are necessary 
per table side. 

Electric cabling (optional): 
Rectangular cable box: metal, powdercoated, 
with flap; removable without tools. Tables with 
mounted cable box are not stackable. 

Optional: 
light weight top (HPL or white eco table top) with 
seamless, moisture resistant laser edge (ABS edge), 
resp. veneered with laminated wood edge, white 
reinforcement plinth.
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